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Employee of the Quarter

Erin Moore

During the Fall of 2013, Erin Moore led many energy outreach and engagement efforts or “firsts” across campus, including the implementation of the new campus Building Dashboard, the creation and execution of an Engineering College engagement program, and expanded the holiday break energy reduction campaign.

During Nov/Dec, 2014, Erin ran our first ever college-wide competition in the Engineering College, with 10 buildings racing to lower their electricity usage. Carpenter Hall, home of the Dean’s Office won, reducing their usage over 20%.

The Engineering College Engagement campaign kicked off formally last Fall Semester. Erin worked with an outside designer to create the “brand” to identify and advertise monthly themes, education tips/posters, web content, and outreach tools. Together with Careen Arsenault and Dan Roth in Energy and Sustainability, this nominee created the new “Green Offices” program; and with Ellen Sweet and Ralph Stewart, the “Green Labs” program.

For the winter holiday break period, Erin created a new and significantly expanded outreach program to improve our reduction in energy usage during the break. By utilizing many different communication tools and teaming with the Engineering College and University Communications, the results were a 7% improvement in savings versus last year and a savings campus-wide of over $140,000 versus normal operation prior to the break.

Erin has become an invaluable part of the Energy Management program, creating fantastic programs and tools in collaboration with many staff inside our division and across the University, directly supporting our mission to improve campus sustainability and stewardship through education, engagement, commitment, and action. Her energy, positive attitude, and excitement are contagious. The understanding of the technical details of the subject matter and her study of the science of behavior change help with our overall success. The attention to detail, care in creating and nurturing relationships, hard work meeting deadlines, creating and working with teams/groups, and following through on promises sets a very high bar for all to see and follow.

Erin Moore models all the Facilities Services Values.

Congratulations Erin!
Energy & Sustainability